Attendees
Molly Beaupre, Ben Gallagher, Mary Heid, Ed Huffman, Deaon Kolbet-Clausell, Raymond Lee, Mary Zabel

Site Improve
Purchase of the Siteimprove PDF Document Checking Tool has been authorized.

CMS
MarComm is still working on an inventory of sites within the CMS.

Non-Compliance Policy
A policy is being drafted to address websites that do not meet accessibility standards. The policy will include a notification body, timelines for response and compliance, and consequences for continued non-compliance.

Non-CMS
Engineering is creating an accessible mobile-responsive website template for faculty bios. There was discussion of rolling that out to other departments but that could be dependent on a cost-sharing mechanism.
Faculty sites reside on WolfWeb, WordPress and other non-university domains. Neither WolfWeb nor WordPress are natively accessible.

WolfWeb
Ben provided an accessibility audit report for the sites on WolfWeb. A policy should include consideration to address sites that haven’t been edited within a certain timeframe. We discussed the possibility of creating an accessible WordPress template to offer an alternative for those sites that fail to adhere to the non-compliance policy.

Non-Instructional Mobile Apps
These will be included in the Web Subcommittee’s domain. The Instructional Materials Subcommittee will address mobile apps used for instruction.

Other Updates From MarComm
All Nevada Today videos should now be captioned and all high-level videos on the CMS are in the process of getting captioned. All videos contracted out now require captioning.

Next Meeting
February 11, 2016. 9:30am.